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Submit discount offer as per following terms and conditions for each

publisher in the given format

Terms and Condiions:

1. Vendor must supply latest edition of the books.
2. Discount on publisher's price must be mention in the Bill.
3. Proof of publisher's price have to be furnished for the amount billed.
4. V.P.P. will not be accepted by the Institute.

5. Packing & forwarding free & F.O.R. Ahmedabad, Institute premise.

6. Foreign editions should not be supplied if the Asian editions or any other cheaper

editions are available.

7 . Latest circular of G.O.C must be supplied for the proof of conversion rate.

8. Books shall be forwarded at your own risk and responsibility. Any damage in transit
would be borne by the supplier.

9. Principal reserves all the rights to return all the books orpartthere off in case the

terms of supply are violated.
10. Invoice must be forwarded in triplicate.
11. The parties will be required to submit the proof regarding their membership to All

India Association of Publishers and Distributors
12. Supplier has to provide Permanent Account No. (PAN)
13. Quantity for purchase will be decided by the institute.
14. Institute has powers to reject/accept any ofler without explanation
15. The supplier shall append the following declaration on the bills :-

(a.) Only latest editions have been supplied and these are not remainder titles.
(b.) The prices have been correctly charged in accordance with the

publisher's/distributer's invoices and publisher's catalogues.

16. All supply orders for books will be valid for 30 days for Indian Publications and 45

days for foreign Publications, provided that confirmation indicating the supply of
books reaches us within 15 days from the date of issue of orders, failing which, it
will stand cancelled. The supply period may be extended up to two months (only
for foreign books) provided that genuine documentary proof in support of action
taken is submitted to LMCP and mutually agreed upon.
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